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Introduction 
A Grothendieck topos ~ has naturally defined sheaf cohomology groups. There 
is no known general construction of homology groups, although in special cases 
they may be defined by techniques of dualizing complexes. 
In this paper, for certain special Grothendieck topoi t~ I will associate a spectrum 
h¢ in the sense of algebraic topology. For any spectrum F, there will be a natural 
homotopy equivalence 
Map(hg; F )= IH'(g; F). (o.1) 
Here IH'(¢; F)  is the sheaf hypercohomology of ¢ with coefficients in the constant 
sheaf of spectra F, as in [8]. Map(heZ; F)  is the generalized singular cohomology of 
h¢ with coefficients in F. The equivalence shows that heZAF is the dual homology 
theory to IH'(¢; F). 
For a prime l, weaker assumptions on e z allow construction of a spectrum h¢/ l  v 
and a homotopy equivalence 
Map(h~/ l  v, F)  = glH°(,¢; F/lV).  (0.2) 
(The loop functor £2 in (0.2) provides a degree shift so that when hg exists, 
h¢/l  v is the mod l v reduction of h¢,  see 1.15.) 
In particular, let ~ be the etale topos of a scheme X, separated and of finite type 
over k, where k is either an algebraically closed field, or a finite field, or a local 
field, or the p-adic integers Zp, or Z. Assume that ! is a unit in ~x. Then hg/ l  v ex- 
ists and is a finite cell spectrum. This spectrum is a sort of mod I v stable etale 
homotopy type of X, but is a simple spectrum, and not a complicated 'shape' or 
pro-object as the usual etale homotopy type of [2] or [5]. For many purposes, 
hg/F  can replace this 'shape', and its existence shows that the mod l v stable 
homotopy 'shape' is weakly equivalent to a constant pro-object. On the other hand, 
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I will show h¢ does not exist integrally for etale topoi, essentially because l-adic etale 
cohomology of [11] does not agree with etale cohomology with Z~coefficients. 
I would like to acknowledge several interesting conversations with Andr6 Joyal 
on this topic, and the hospitality of Groupe Interuniversitaire d s Etudes Categori. 
ques, McGill University, and Universit6 de Qu6bec a Montr6al. 
1. Results 
1.1. Let ¢ be a Grothendieck topos. Let p: t~  Sets be the morphism into the 
category of sets, which is the terminal object of the category of Grothendieck topoi. 
For F a spectrum in the sense of algebraic topology, p*F is the associated constant 
sheaf of spectra in ~. By standard abuse, I often denote p*F by F. 
Any spectrum is homotopy equivalent to a CW spectrum in the sense of Board. 
man [1, Part III], and also to a fibrant simplicial spectrum as in [8, §5]. I will switch 
between these two points of view without further comment. For technical reasons, 
finite cell CW spectra as in [1] are better adapted to the study of S-duality, while 
fibrant spectra as in [8] are better adapted to sheaf hypercohomology, formation 
of mapping spectra, and taking of homotopy limits. 
1.2. Let IH "(~; F)  denote the hypercohomology spectrum of ~ with coefficient spec- 
trum p'F, as in [8, 1.33, 1.35]. This is related to ordinary abelian group-valued 
cohomology by an Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence of homotopy groups [8, 
1.36]: 
E~' t=HS(t~; lttF ) = ltt_slH'(t~; p*F ). (1.1) 
This spectral sequence converges trongly if ~ has bounded cohomological dimen- 
sion for the constant sheaves n .F ,  or if there is an N such that ltqF= 0 for all 
q>N. 
Theorem 1.3. With the notations of  1.1, 1.2 (resp., and with a fixed prime power 
IV), suppose in addition that conditions (a), (b), (c) all hold for ~. 
(a) # has finite cohomological dimension for constant sheaves of abelian groups 
(resp., for constant sheaves of Z/IV-modules). 
(b) Vs, Hs(#; p*-) preserves direct limits of  abelian groups (resp., of-Ill ~- 
modules). 
(c) Vs, HS(# ;p*-) preserves even infinite products of abelian groups (resp., of 
Z/IV-modules). 
Then there exists a spectrum h,g (resp. h,~/I v) and a zig-zag of  natural homotopy 
equivalences for any spectrum F, (1.2), (resp. (1.3)): 
Map(h~; F)~- ~ IH°(t~; F), (I .2) 
Map(hd?/lV; F )~ -:-) ..QIH'(~; F/if). (1.3) 
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Furthermore, h¢ (resp. h¢ /l v) is homotopy equivalent to a finite cell spectrum. 
7he formation of  h¢ (resp. h¢/ l  v) and the maps in (1.2) (resp., (1.3)) are strictly 
natural in ~, and in fact is given by (1.4) (resp., (1.5)): 
h¢ = Map(IH'(¢; 27=), 27=), (1.4) 
h¢/lV= 2-qVlap(IH" (¢ ;27=/1v), 27=). (1.5) 
Here Z '= is the sphere spectrum. Technically F should be a fibrant spectrum, or 
should be replaced by a fibrant spectrum of the same homotopy type, as in [8, §5]. 
The 27 in (1.5) is a technical degree shift so that (1.5) is the mod I reduction of (1.4) 
when both exist. See 1.1 5. 
Remark 1.4. The usual argument for uniqueness of representing objects shows that 
the homotopy type of he is uniquely determined by (1.2). For rt 0 of the left-hand 
side of (1.2) is the set of maps from hd~ to F in the stable homotopy category. 
Similarly, (1.3) uniquely determines the homotopy type of hg/ l  v. 
Remark 1.5. Conversely to Theorem 1.3, if a finite cell spectrum he (resp. h¢/l  v) 
exists atisfying (1.2) (resp., (1.3)), then ~ satisfies conditions (a), (b), (c). For the 
left-hand side of (1.2) clearly satisfies these conditions for Fthe Eilenberg-MacLane 
spectrum of an abelian group, and then (1.2) and (1.1) show that H*(¢;  p*) satisfy 
these conditions. 
Remark 1.6. If any spectrum he exists satisfying (1.2), even if h¢ has infinitely 
many cells, the condition (c)of 1.3 must hold for ~. For Map(h¢, -) preserves pro- 
ducts. Similarly for h¢/ l  v, and condition (c) resp. 
Definition 1.7. Let ~ be a Grothendieck topos with enough points. Then one says 
g is cohomologicaUy locally n-connected (resp., cohomologically locally n-con- 
nected mod 1) for n = 1, 2, ..., oo, if it has a site f~ such that for each integer k < n + 1, 
each point x of ~ and each U in ~ with x e U, there is a V---, U in f¢ with x e V such 
that he induced map of reduced cohomology groups/-Ik(U; 7/)~ I71k(v; 7/) (resp. 
/~k(U; 7//1)~t=Ik(V; 7//1)) is zero. 
Remark 1.8. This condition 1.7 arises for spaces in algebraic topology as a 
hypothesis n proving that sheaf and singular cohomology of certain spaces agree, 
cf. [7, 6.9.5], [4, III §1]. As the left side of (1.2) is some sort of singular 
cohomology, the relevance of 1.7 is not too surprising. 
Proposition 1.9. Suppose ~ is a locally connected Grothendieck topos with enough 
points. Suppose ~ is cohomologically ocally co-connected (resp. is so mod l). Sup- 
pose the site f8 in 1.7 may be chosen such that for all U in fg, H*(U; p*-) preserves 
direct limits of  abelian groups (resp., of  Z/lV-modules). Then condition (c) of 1.3 
holds for ~, i.e., H*(¢ ; p*-) preserves products (resp. of  E/IV-modules). 
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Corollary 1.10. Suppose ,~ has enough points, is locally connected, and has a site 
such that for  all U in ~, H*(U; p*-) preserves direct limits, each U has J~nite 
cohomological dimension for  constant sheaves, and H* (U; 7/) is a finitely generated 
abelian group. Then ~ is cohomologically locally oo-connected, and H*(¢;_) 
preserves products. Similarly mod 1, replacing Z with Z/I  v and abelian groups With 
2~/lV-modules verywhere. 
Example 1.11. Let X be a separated noetherian scheme. Suppose that for every U 
etale over X that U has finite etale cohomological dimension mod l, and that the 
groups H*(U; Z/ I  v) are finite. Then for ¢ the etale topos of X, a finite cell spec. 
trum h¢/ f f  exists such that there is a homotopy equivalence 
Map(h,~/l v, F )~ _v_, ~Het(X; F/ lV).  (1.6) 
I will show later that no integral h¢ satisfying (1.2) rather than (1.3) can exist. 
See 3.1 below. 
Example 1.12. The conditions of 1.11 are met and the conclusion holds if X is a 
separated scheme of finite type over k, where k is any of: 
(a) an algebraically closed or separably closed field of characteristic not l, 
(b) a finite field of characteristic not l, 
(c) a local field of characteristic not l, e.g. ©p, 
(d) the henselization at a maximal ideal of a ring of integers in a global field, pro- 
vided 1/l ~ k, and provided that if l = 2 and the global field is in characteristic 0, then 
the fraction field of the henselization has no embedding in 1~, 
(e) the completion at a maximal ideal of a ring of integers in a global field, with 
the same provisions as in (d), e.g. Zp, l~e2,p, 
(f) the field of fractions of a hensel ring as in (d) (note that a fraction field of 
(e) is a local field), 
(g) a localization away from finitely many primes of a ring of integers in a global 
field, provided I l l , k ,  and provided that if l=2,  then the global field cannot be 
embedded in 1~, e.g. 7/[1/1] for l odd or El½, I/-Z1]. 
Remark 1.13. Let X be a separated noetherian scheme. Then He*t(X; • ) preserves all 
direct limits by [10, VII 5.7]. Hence condition (b) of 1.3 is met. If X has finite etale 
cohomological dimension mod l, then condition (a) of 1.3 is met mod I. Suppose for 
the etale topos ¢ of a separated noetherian scheme X of finite etale cohomological 
dimension that some spectrum h¢/ l  v exists such that (1.6) holds. Then condition 
(c) of 1.3 is met, as in 1.6. Then by Theorem 1.3, h¢/l" is a homotopy finite cell 
complex, so the groups He*t(X; 7//l v) are finite. 
Thus if X is a separated noetherian scheme such that for every U etale over X, 
U has finite rood I etale cohomological dimension and the etale topos of U, ~f' has 
a spectrum, a priori possibly infinite, h¢ ' / l  v such that (1.6) holds for U in place of 
X, then all the groups He*tt(U; -L/l v) are finite, and the hypotheses of 1.11 are met. 
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Hence the seemingly restrictive finiteness hypothesis of 1.11 holds whenever astable 
homOtOpy type h¢ ' / l  v may be assigned to each U etale over X. 
Remark 1.14. By Hilbert's Theorem 90 and the Kummer sequence, Hlt(Spec(C(t)); 
Ul  v) = C( t ) *®7/ / l  v. This is a free Z/F-module with basis the set of maximal ideals 
of C[t], i.e., the set of complex numbers. As this is infinite, the reasoning of 1.13 
shOWS that a h¢/ l  v satisfying (1.6) cannot exist for the etale topos of C(t). As Q 
does not contain enough roots of one, Kummer theory does not apply. However 
H)t(Spec(Q); Z/IV)= Hom(Gal(Q/Q); 77/1v). By class field theory and cyclotomic 
theory, this contains a direct sum of 7//1 indexed by the prime integers p such that 
/divides p -1 .  By Dirichlet density, there are infinitely many such primes. So 
H~t(Spec(Q); Z/ I  v) is infinite, and so h¢/ l  v does not exist for the etale topos of ©. 
The 'etale homotopy type' of C(t) looks much like the shape of the Sierpinski 
carpet. This shape is a pro-homotopy t pe which is not equivalent to a constant pro- 
homotopy type. The 'etale homotopy type' of Q is a two-dimensional nalog, 
something like the shape of a Menger sponge. 
Remark 1.15. To see why the loop f2 is needed in (0.2) to shift degrees, suppose h6 ° 
exists satisfying (0.1). Let h¢/ l  v be the mod l v reduction of h¢, the cofibre of 
multiplication by IV: h,~ ~ h¢ .  Similarly, F / I  v is the cofibre of IV: F ~ F, and OF/ I  v 
is the fibre of I v. As Map(-, F) converts cofibre sequences to fibre sequences and 
IH'(g;-) preserves fibre sequences [8, 1.35], in the diagram (1.7) the columns are 
homotopy fibre sequences: 
Map(h¢/ lV  ; F )  -, .QIH'(¢; F / I  v) 
Map(h4'; F) 
I v 
Map(h¢; F) 
,IH'(~; F) ],. 
,IH'(,~; F)  
(1.7) 
As the two indicated horizontal maps are equivalences, sois the top horizontal map, 
by the 5-1emma. 
The justification for the suspension 2: in (1.5) is similar. Note that 2: and I2 are 
inverse quivalences of the stable homotopy category. 
2. Proofs 
2.1. The proofs are based on S-duality in stable homotopy theory. Recall the 
Category of cell spectra constructed by Boardman and exposed in [1, Part III]. S- 
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duality works on the full subcategory of finite cell spectra, or on the subcategory 
of spectra homotopy equivalent o a finite cell spectrum, as the theorems are 
statements about the homotopy category of finite cell spectra. By [6, 5.3], idena. 
potents plit in this homotopy category, so a retract of a homotopy finite cell spee. 
trum is another homotopy finite cell spectrum. The mapping cone of a map between 
two finite cell spectra is a finite cell spectrum. As reindexing up or down 1 dimension 
preserves the number of cells, the loop or suspension of a finite cell spectrum isa 
finite cell spectrum. Given any homotopy fibre/cofibre sequence of spectra where 
two of the three terms are homotopy finite cell, the method of Puppe produces a
new shifted sequence where the first two terms are 0- or 1-fold loops on the two 
finite cell spectra, and the remaining term of the original sequence is the homotopy 
cofibre of a map between these two finite cell spectra. Thus if two of the three terms 
in a homotopy fibre/cofibre sequence are finite cell spectra, so is the third term. 
Consider the contravariant endofunctor D = Map(-, Z °°) on the category of spec- 
tra. Here Zoo is the sphere spectrum, and in forming the mapping spectrum I first 
replace Zoo by a fibrant spectrum of the same homotopy type and appeal to [8, 
5.34], or else proceed as in [1, §2, pp. 140-142]. Then rt0 Map(X, Z °°) is the set of 
morphisms from X to £oo in Boardman's table homotopy category. The functor 
Map(-, Zoo) sends homotopy fibre sequences to homotopy fibre sequences. ([1, III 
3.9-3.10] shows that D of a homotopy fibre sequence has a long exact sequence of
homotopy groups. Comparing this with the long exact sequences of a homotopy 
fibre sequence, the 5-1emma shows that the map from the first term of D(fibre se- 
quence) to the homotopy fibre of the map between the last two terms induces an 
isomorphism on homotopy groups, and so is a homotopy equivalence, as required.) 
Note that D(Zoo S" )= Zoo S - "  is a finite cell spectrum, as is D( .  =Zoo,)= ,. 
Thus if X has at most two cells, DX is a finite cell spectrum. Suppose X has n cells. 
Then there is a spectrum X '  with n - 1 cells such that X is obtained from X'  by at- 
taching one more cell. Thus there is a homotopy pushout square (2.1) and an 
equivalent homotopy fibre sequence (2.2). 
z~,°°S m ' S t  
11 
, ....~ooD m + 1 , X 
(2.1) 
,~oo S m ---~ X,---~ X .  
Applying D to (2.2), I obtain a homotopy fibre sequence 
D(Xoo S m) ~ DX '  *-- DX.  
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
By induction hypothesis, uppose I know D(Xoo S m) and DX"  are finite cell speC- 
tra. Then from (2.3), I conclude DX is a finite cell spectrum. 
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Thus by induction on the number of cells, D=Map(- ,  Z °°) sends homotopy 
finite cell spectra to homotopy finite cell spectra. 
Similarly, a check of the case Zoo Sm=DZOOS -m, and an induction on the 
number of cells using the 5-1emma shows that if X is a homotopy finite cell spec- 
trum, the double dual map (2.4) is a homotopy equivalence 
X~ DDX= Map(Map(X, Z°°), Zoo). (2.4) 
The reader may consult [1, III §5] and [7, Chapter 8 Exercise F], and the 
references listed there for more traditional and dirty treatments of S-duality. The 
key aim of the theory is the next lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. I f  either X or Y is a homotopy finite cell spectrum, the following 
natural map is a homotopy equivalence. 
Map(X, ~,oo)A Y~ Map(X, Zoo)AMap(Zoo, Y) ~ Map(X, Y). (2.5) 
Proof. Proof is by induction on the number of cells in whichever variable has finite- 
ly many cells. Suppose, sa~,X  has finitely many cells. If X=Zoo S m, both sides of 
(2.5) are 27oo S-mA Y=/2 m Y. Suppose (2.5) is a homotopy equivalence for X '  with 
at most n - 1 cells. Then if X has n cells, consider the fibre sequence (2.2) where 
X' has n -  1 cells. Inserting this in (2.5) yields a diagram where the columns are 
homotopy fibre sequences: 
Map(X, .~'~)A Y , Map(X, Y) 
Map(X', .~)A Y , Map(X', Y) (2.6) 
Map(27ooS m, ,~'oo)A Y - , Map(Z'ooS m, Y) 
By induction hypothesis, the bottom two rows of (2.6) are homotopy equivalences. 
By the 5-1emma, so is the top row of (2.6). This completes the proof of the induction 
step. 
If Y has finitely many cells, the proof proceeds imilarly. 
2.3. Note that any spectrum X is homotopy equivalent to a CW spectrum, which 
in turn is equivalent to the direct limit of its finite cell subspectra. Thus there is a 
homotopy equivalence 
X= hocolim Xa = lim X a. (2.7) 
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Here the X a are a direct system of finite cell spectra. 
For any spectrum Y, there is an induced homotopy equivalence 
Map(X, Y)=holim Map(Xa, Y). 
(See [3; 8, §5] for homotopy limits and colimits.) 
(2.8) 
Lemma 2.4. I f  X is a spectrum such that the functor F ~ XAF  preserves homotopy 
fimits up to homotopy equivalence, then X is a homotopy finite cell spectrum. (The 
converse implication is also true.) 
Proof. Write X= li__m Xa, with the Xa finite cell spectra as in 2.3. By 2.3 anti 2.2 
with Y= X there are homotopy equivalences 
Map(X, X) = holim Map(Xa, X) = holim(Map(X~, Z°')AX). 
( ( 
As XA-  preserves homotopy limits by hypothesis, there is a 
equivalence 
(2.9) 
homotopy 
holim(Map(Xa, Z ~ ) A X) = (holim Map(X u, Z ~ )) AX. (2.10) 
Appealing to 2.3 and 2.2 with Y=X °~, I get a homotopy equivalence 
(holim Map(Xa, Z°o))AX - Map(X, Z°°)AX. (2.11) 
As smash products preserve homotopy colimits in one variable, 2.3 and 2.2 yield 
homotopy equivalences 
Map(X, Z=)AX= lirn Map(X, Z~)AX,~ =lim Map(X, X~). (2.12) 
Combining all these yields that the canonical map (2.13) is a homotopy 
equivalence under the hypothesis on X: 
lira Map(X, Xa) ~ Map(X, X). (2.13) 
Thus the identity map 1 • X--, X factors up to homotopy through some finite cell 
spectrum X~. Thus X is a homotopy retract of a finite cell spectrum, and so X is 
a homotopy finite cell spectrum by [6, 5.3]. 
This paper does not use the converse implication that if X is a finite cell spectrum, 
then XA-  preserves homotopy limits up to homotopy. However, the reader may 
prove this as an easy exercise. Observe the converse is trivially true for X=Z ~ S m, 
and prove by the 5-1emma and induction on the number of cells, noting that 
homotopy limits and FA-  both preserve homotopy fibre sequences. 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose X is a spectrum such that Map(X,-) preserves homotopy 
colimits o f  directed systems up to homotopy. Then X is a homotopy finite cell spec- 
trum. (The converse implication is also true.) 
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proof. Write X= lirn X,~ as in 2.3. The hypothesis made on X insures that (2.13) is 
a homotopy equivalence. The result follows as in the proof of 2.4. 
Lemma 2.6. Let G be a covariant functor from the category of  spectra to itself. Sup- 
pose G preserves homotopy equivalences, and fibrancy of  spectra [8, 5.2]. Suppose 
also that G preserves arbitrary products of  fibrant spectra up to homotopy. Suppose 
finally that G preserves homotopy fibre sequences. Then G preserves homotopy 
limits up to homotopy. 
proof. A commutative square of spectra is a homotopy Cartesian square iff the in- 
duced map of the homotopy fibres of the vertical maps in the square is a homotopy 
equivalence. The direct implication is well known, and the converse follows by the 
5.1emma. As G preserves homotopy equivalences and homotopy fibre sequences, it 
preserves homotopy Cartesian squares. 
I next claim that G preserves homotopy limits along towers. For let 
-~F  n ~Fn_ 1 ~ "'" ~Fo be such a tower, with each F/ fibrant. I claim there is a 
homotopy fibre sequence 
oo l _z  oo 
holim F,, ~ H F/----, H Fi (2.14) 
( 
n i=0 i=0 
where 
r ( f0,  ~ ,  f2, ... ) = (f~, f2, ...  ). (2.15) 
Here f ~f//is the bonding map F/--, F/_ l- There is a canonical map to the homotopy 
fibre of 1 - r from holim Fn. By [3, IX §2, §3] generalized from spaces to spectra as ,¢ ._ .__ . . ._  
in [8, §5], this map induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups, and so is a homo- 
topy equivalence. Thus (2.14) is a homotopy fibre sequence. Now as G preserves 
products and homotopy fibre sequences, (2.14) shows G(holimFn)---' holim GFn is 
a homotopy equivalence. Hence G preserves homotopy limits along towers, as 
claimed. 
Now let F: K ~ Spectra be any diagram of fibrant spectra. The formulae of 
[3, X3.2, XI §5], generalized from spaces to spectra as in [8, §5], show that the 
homotopy limit of the diagram, holim F, is equal to the homotopy limit of a tower 
,( 
of fibrant spectra Tot,, H 'F-  As G preserves homotopy limits of towers, it suffices 
to prove that G(Totn(H*F))--* Tot,,(H *GF) is a homotopy equivalence for each n. 
For then G will preserve the homotopy limit holim F. 
The cosimplicial spectrum H*F consists in codimension  of a product of F(Ko), 
indexed by chains Ko~K1 ,--... ~K n in K. As G preserves products up to 
hornotopy, it follows that G(II*F)---' II*GF is a homotopy equivalence in each 
codimension. As G preserves homotopy Cartesian squares, double induction on n 
and k using the homotopy Cartesian square in the proof of [3, X 6.3] shows that 
G(M~ H 'F )~M~(H*GF)  is a homotopy equivalence. Thus the top map in (2.16) 
is a homotopy equivalence: 
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G(12" fibre( lI n F ~Mn-l ,,-1 II*F)) , Qn fibre(I-I n GF ,M . -1  .-1 II*OF) 
G(Tot,,(1-I*F)) 
1 
a(Tot._ ~(II*F)) 
' Totn(H*GF) (2.16) 
' TOtn_I(I-I*GF) 
By [3, X 6.3], the columns in (2.16) are homotopy fibre sequences. The 5-1ernma 
now yields the desired result that G(Totn(1-I*F))~TOtn(II*GF) is a homotopy 
equivalence by induction on n, using (2.16) and starting from Tot_ 1 = *. 
Lemma 2.7. Let ~ be a Grothendieck topos such that for all s, HS(¢;p*_) 
preserves even infinite products of  abelian groups (resp., o f  Z/lV-modules). Then 
IH'(¢; p*-)  (resp., F~ IH'(¢; p*F/lV)) preserves homotopy limits. 
Proof. IH'(¢; -) preserves homotopy fibre sequences by [8, 1.35, 1.34]. By Lemma 
2.6, it suffices to show that IH'(¢;p*-)  (resp., F~ IH'(g;p*F/IV)) preserves in- 
finite products up to homotopy. (Note if 1~:2, or l=2,  v>2,  n.F/ I  v is a Z/I v- 
module. However n.F /2  is a 7//4-module, but need not be a Z/2-module by the 
famous Araki-Toda pathology of stable homotopy.) Let F= I'IFa be a product. 
Let F(n) denote the nth Postnikov truncation, which zeroes out the homotopy 
groups in dimensions above n, as in [8, 5.51]. Note that F<n)= 1-IFa(n). By 
[8, 1.37, 1.34] there is a natural homotopy equivalence 
IH" (~; p 'F )  ~ holim IH" (~; p 'F (  n )). (2.17) 
( 
n 
As homotopy limits commute with products, it suffices to show Fa~, 
IH'(¢;p*Fa(n)) preserves products for each n (resp., mod 1). So replacing Fa by 
Fa (n) ,  I may assume there is an n such that 7~ t F a = 0 for all t > n and all a. Con- 
sider then the strongly converging spectral sequence (1.1). By the hypothesis that 
H* (¢ ; - )  preserves certain products, the spectral sequence for nt_slH'(-;p*F)is 
the product of the spectral sequences for rtt_ s IH°(g;p*Fa), (resp., ... ). By strong 
convergence, n .  IH'(g; p 'F )  ~ 1-I a n .  IH'(g; p*F  u) is an isomorphism on n, ,  and so 
a homotopy equivalence as required (resp., ... ). 
Lemma 2.8. Let ~ be a GrothendiecR topos which has finite cohomological dimen- 
sion for constant sheaves o f  abelian groups (resp., of  Z/IV-modules). Suppose for 
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all s that HS(@; p *-) preserves direct limits of  abelian groups (resp., of  Z/I  v- 
modules). Then IH'(@; p*-) preserves direct limits of spectra (resp., of  spectra Fa 
such that 7~,F~ is a Z/IV-module for v fixed). 
Further (2.18) (resp., (2.19)) is a homotopy equivalence. 
IH "(¢; p'27~) AF : ,  IH "(~; p'F) .  (2.18) 
IH'(@; p*Z~ /lV)AF ~ IH'(£; p*F/lV). (2.19) 
proof. Consider the spectral sequence (1.1). This spectral sequence converges 
strongly by the finite cohomological dimension hypothesis. The N such that dif- 
ferentials dr=O for r>N and such that the length of the filtration of 
~t-s IH'(¢;p*F) is at most N is uniformly given by the cohomological dimension 
of ~. The direct limit of a system of such uniformly converging spectral sequences 
converges strongly to the direct limit of the abutments, in this case to 
tt,liln a IH'(6°; p*F,~). By the hypothesis that HS(@;p *-) preserves direct limits, the 
direct limit of the E~' t terms is HS(~; p*li_m a ztt Fa) which are the E~' t terms of the 
spectral sequence strongly converging to zt, IH" (¢; p*lim~ Fu). Comparison of the 
direct limit spectral sequence to the latter shows that the canonical map is a 
homotopy equivalence 
li__m IH'(t~; p*F~) ~ IH'(t~; p*lim Fa). (2.20) 
This proves the first statement. (See also [8, 5.50], applied to the tower 
IH'(¢ ; p*Fa(n) )). 
To prove that (2.18) is a homotopy equivalence, I write F as a direct limit of finite 
cell spectra s in 2.3. Then (2.20) allows me to reduce to the case where F is a finite 
cell spectrum. This case is proved by the usual 5-1emma induction on the number 
of cells of F, as above. The induction starts by observing (2.18) is obviously a 
homotopy equivalence for F= ~r ~ S m. Similarly, one proves (2.19). 
Lemma 2.9. Let ~ be a Grothendieck topos satisfying the conditions of 1.3. Then 
IH'(¢; p*_r ~*) (resp., IH" ( @ ; p* Z ~ ~IV)) is a homotopy finite cell spectrum. 
Proof. Consider the functor sending F to IH'(@;p*27°°)AF. By Lemma 2.4, it suf- 
fices to show this functor preserves homotopy limits. But by Lemma 2.8, this func- 
tor is homotopy equivalent to the functor F~ IH'(g;p*F). By Lemma 2.7, this 
functor preserves homotopy limits. The rood I v case proceeds imilarly. 
2.10. Proof of 1.3. In the integral case, define h¢ by (1.4). By Lemma 2.9, 
IH'(¢; 27 ~) is a finite cell spectrum. By 2.1 and (1.4), so is its S-dual spectrum h¢. 
Now by 2.1, (2.4), 2.2 and (2.18), there is a diagram of homotopy equivalences 
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Map(h~, Z°°)AF , Map(hg, F) 
Map(Map(H'(¢,  ~,o~), .Soo), XO~)AF 
'l 
Iw(~; ~r~)AF - , IH ' (~;  F)  
This yields (1.2). Similarly, under the mod I v hypotheses one gets (1.3). 
(2.21) 
2.11. Proof of 1.9. As t~ is locally connected by hypothesis, the map of topoi 
p : t~-, Sets is such that p* has a left adjoint p~, so p* preserves products. See 
[10, IV 8.7 l]. 
Let {Fa} be a family of abelian groups (resp., Z/F-modules). By the above, 
p*(HFa)-=- Hp*F~. Let p*F u -~ I~ be an injective resolution o fp*F  a in the category 
of sheaves of abelian groups (resp., Z/F-modules) in t~. Then HI~ is a product of 
degreewise injective complexes in go, hence injective. I claim that under the 
hypotheses of 1.9, that Hp*Fa ~ H I j  is exact, hence an injective resolution. If the 
claim is granted, F(¢;  H / j )  is the complex whose cohomology is H*(¢;P*HF~). 
As F(¢ ;  H / j )  = HF(¢;  I j )  and products are exact in Sets, this cohomology is als0 
HH*(¢;p*Fa) .  It follows then that H* (¢ ;p* - )  preserves products, as required. 
It remains to prove the claim. It suffices to prove the complex of stalks 
(Hp*Fa)x-" ( I] I j )x is exact for every point x of t~, as ¢ has enough points. Now 
fix an integer N, a point x and a neighborhood U of x in the site ~ of ¢ as in 1.7, 
1.9. By hypothesis on ¢,  I can find V 1, V2 in 5, xe  V2-+ V l~ U, such that 
/~"(U; Z) -'/-In( VI ; 7/) and/- In(V 1; Z) --'/~n(V2; 7/) are 0 for n = N, N+ 1. Then for 
all k, I-IN(U; Z/k)- - ' I tN(v2; Z /k)  is 0, as results from a diagram chase in (2.21). 
The rows in (2.21) are the long exact coefficient sequences induced by 
O--* Z ~ Z-~ 7/ / k ~ O. 
, HN(u;  Z) 
1 ° 
HN(~; ~) 
, HN(V2; Z) 
k , HN(u;  7/) 
i ° 
k , HN (V1; ~) 
1 ° 
k 
, HN(~; ~) 
) HN(u; 7//k) 
, HN(v  l; 7Ilk) 
, HN(½; ~/k) 
0 , HN+I(u; 7]) ,... 
1° 
, HN+ l(Vl; 7]) ,... 
, HN+ 1(V2; 7/) 
(2.21) 
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Note the H*(V; p*-) for V in g~ preserve finite direct sums and direct limits by 
hypothesis. Thus HN(u;p*F)~HN(VEp*F)  is 0 if F is a finitely generated 
abelian group, and so a direct sum of Z's and Z/k's. By passage to the direct limit 
over all finitely generated subgroups, this map is 0 for any abelian group F. It 
follows that 
lim, /-I*(U; p* l-IFa) = 0. (2.22) 
U~x 
But (2.22) is the cohomology of (p* IIFa)x~ (1-II~) x. Hence this complex of stalks 
is exact as claimed. 
Some modifications are necessary for the mod l v case. By hypothesis, given N, x, 
and U, I may find XeVv~Vv_ l~. . .~Vo=U such that tTn(Vi ;Z/ l )~ 
/~"(V/+ ~; Z/I) is 0. By induction on k< v, using the long exact coefficient sequence 
on cohomology induced by 0 ~ Z/I k- 1 __+ Z / l  k __~ Z / l  ~ 0 as in (2.21), one shows 
that /4n(V/; Z/lk)~fI ' (Vi+k; Z/I k) is 0. Hence for any finitely generated Z/I v- 
module F, F is a direct sum of such 7_/lk's and so Itn(U;p*F)--*Iqn(Vv;P*F ) is 
0. By passage to the direct limit, this is true for any Z/lV-module F. The proof con- 
cludes as in the integral case. 
2.12. Proof of 1.10. In any topos, any element of tin(U; Z) may be killed by 
restriction to a finer covering V--, U. Given any point x of ~, and a finite number 
of generators for Iq'(U; Z), a finite number of such restrictions, one for each 
generator, produces a composite restriction xe  V~ U with tTI'(U; Z)~ Hn(V; 7_) 
the zero map, as required. The mod I v case works similarly. 
2.13. Proof of 1.11. Each such etale U is separated and noetherian, so H*(U;-) 
preserves direct limits by [10, VII 5.7]. Hence all the hypotheses of 1.10 are met. 
It follows that condition (c) of 1.3 is met. Conditions (a) and (b) of 1.3 also hold. 
The conclusion follows now from 1.3. 
2.14. Proof of 1.12. This follows immediately from [10, VII 3.3, X], and [9, 5.1]. 
3. Comparison with other theories assigning homotopy types to topoi 
3.1. Example 1.11 shows for many schemes X there is a mod I v stable etale 
homotopy type, a spectrum h¢/ l  v such that (1.6) holds. However, it is very rare 
that an integral he  exists for the etale topos of X satisfying the integral analog of 
(1.6), namely (1.2). For if such an he  existed, consider the Eilenberg-MacLane 
spectrum K(Z~, O)=holimvK(Z/l v,0). There is a homotopy equivalence (3.1), 
which (1.2) would allow one to reinterpret as a homotopy equivalence (3.2). 
Map(he, K(Z~, 0))= Map(h¢, holim K(Z/I v, 0)) = holim Map(he, K(Z/I v, 0)) 
v v (3.1) 
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IHet(X, K(Z~, 0))= holim JHet(X; K(Z/ I  v, 0)) (3.2) 
Y 
The spectral sequence (1.1) collapses to show that the homotopy groups of the 
left side of (3.2) are the etale cohomology groups of X with coefficients ief, While 
the homotopy groups of the right side of (3.2) are the/-adic cohomology groups. 
However, these groups are in general very different. For example if X is a smooth 
projective curve of genus g> 0 over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 
not l, one has 
H~t(X; Zt')= H~t(X; Z) ® Zt'= 0, (3.3) 
H/!adic(X; 7/;)_-- (~ 7//¢0. (3.4) 
The equation (3.3) results from [10, IX 3.6, 3.7 and VII 5.7] on writing 2F[a sa 
direct limit of its finitely generated subgroups. The equation (3.4) results from [10, 
IX 4.7]. Thus an integral kS does not exist even for X a curve of genus greater than 
0. 
The point is that IHet(X, p -) does not preserve arbitrary products or holims 
because these do not commute with the direct limits occurring inside the construe. 
• . • • ( tion IHet(X , -). By a miracle, Het(X , -) often preserves holims of mod l v spectra, 
and so h¢/ l "  exists, as above. 
In general, etale cohomology with Z- or Z~-coefficients does not behave well 
geometrically, and the emphasis is on l-adic cohomology. This can be dualized. 
Define h~® ©/Z(t) by (3.5) when h~/P '  exists for all v, e.g. under the hypotheses 
of 1.11. 
hd¢ (~ ~ /Z(t ) = hocol im(hg / l  ~ hg / l  2 -~ hg / l  3 -~ ... ). (3.5) 
Then one has for any spectrum F: 
Map(hg ® ~/Z(o,  F)- -  ~holim IHet(X; F/lV). (3.6) 
V 
3.2. Etale homotopy theory assigns to locally noetherian scheme X a certain pro- 
object or shape. In the theory of Artin-Mazur[2], this is a weak shape, a pro-objea 
in the homotopy category of CW complexes. In [5], this is a strong shape, an object 
in the homotopy category of pro-objects in the honest category of CW complexes. 
Let {Xa} denote this shape of X. Replacing the space X a by its suspension spec- 
trum, I get a shape in spectra. 
For G any spectrum such that there is an N such that ~zn G = 0 for all n > N, there 
is a homotopy equivalence 
IH:t(X; G)=Map({Xa},  G)= lim Map(Xa, G). (3.7) 
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This follows from [8, 1.36] and [2, §2, §3, Corollary 10.8] or [5, 5.9] if G is an 
i~ilenberg-MacLane spectrum. The general case follows by devissage as in [8, 
5.48-5.50] applied to the Postnikov tower G(n).  G must be bounded above by some 
N to insure convergence commutes with the direct limit over a. 
For {Gp} a prospectrum, let {G~} denote the pro-spectrum {G~(n)}~,n as in 
[5, 6.1] or [2]. Each GB(n) is bounded above. 
Then using [8, 1.37] to get the first equivalence and (3.7) for the second, one has 
a homotopy equivalence 
holim " • • • Het(X, G#)= holim holim Het(X, GB(n) ) 
( ( 
B # n 
= holim holim lim Map(Xa, GB(n)) 
B n a 
(3.8) 
= Map({Xq}, {G~ }). 
Comparing (3.8) for Gp=F~/l v to (1.6), one gets by uniqueness of representing 
objects an isomorphism of the strong shape Xa/ l  v# with # of the constant shape 
hg/l v: 
{ hg/P'# } = {Xa/l v* }. (3.9) 
Thus {Xa/l v} is weak homotopy equivalent to the constant shape hg/ l  v, cf. 
[5, 6.1; 2, 4.3]. It follows integrally that the shape {X~ ® 7/(t )} l-adically completed 
is weak homotopy equivalent o the shape which is 
{Xa}~" { h~/ l~ hg/12 ~- h¢/ l  3 ~-"'" } (3.10) 
for the l-adic completion of the shape {X~®Z(t)} is by definition the shape 
{ {Xa®7/(t)}/ l ' -  {Xa(~Z(I)}/ I  2"-- "'" }. (3.11) 
3.3. Joyal has defined the singular complex of a topos t~. This is the classifying 
space of a pseudosimplicial category which in degree n is the category of maps of 
topoi from the topos of sheaves on the topological standard simplex A [n] to ~. For 
8 the sheaves on a topological space X, Joyal has shown that this singular complex 
of g is homotopy equivalent to the usual singular complex of X. Hence the singular 
cohomology of ~, defined in the usual way as Map(Sing(g), F), is the same as the 
singular cohomology of X with coefficients in F. In general, this differs from the 
sheaf cohomology IH'(~; F), the usual cohomology of a topos ~. As noted above, 
they do agree if X is paracompact and also is homologically locally ~,-connected, 
a condition close to 1.7, which by 1.9 implies condition (c) of 1.3. 
For a general Grothendieck topos ~, I conjecture that sheaf and singular 
c0homology agree, and hence (1.2) is true with hg the suspension spectrum of 
loyal's singular complex of @ if and only if g satisfies condition (c) of 1.3. This 
condition is clearly necessary, by 1.6. Unfortunately, it is not met in many in- 
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teresting examples, by 3.1. A difficulty in proving the conjecture is that the dual of 
Brown's representability theorem in stable homotopy does not seem to be true. 
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